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Technical Preparation

The aim of technical preparation is to create and 
improve sports skills. Each sports skill has a given way 
of solving a motor task in accordance with the rules of 
a given sport, biomechanical rules and locomotive 
possibilities of the athlete which are referred to as 
technique



All technical movement should be executed 
according to key performance points. 
Emphasis is on repeating key movement 
patterns accurately for a sufficient number of 
times to convert a cognitive motor pattern 
into an autonomous one requiring little 
conscious effort



Technical training is also important for any 
team trying to apply a new tactical system, 
which would require tailored training for its 
players to enable them to operate such a 
system



Practice



We are what we repeatedly do. 
Excellence, therefore, is not an act, 
but a habit.

Aristotle



Movement Identification Initial observation of 

Mass movement

Isolation of movement 

component

Movement 

sequenceComparison to 

normal

Sequencing movement 

components



Choose an activity 

Give a detailed description of a complex 

skill or technique, identifying the features 

which make it difficult to perform



Decision Making

Make decisions based on the input 
information you have received.  Sifting 
more important information from less 
important information is the second 
part of the loop.

Output

This is the way in which you decide to 
move and respond to the decisions you 
have made.

Feedback

During and after your chosen response 
you will receive information about your 
performance

Input

This is the information you receive from 
your senses, e.g. what you see, hear, 
feel and smell



Describe one of your typical training/coaching sessions?

Explain why you consider this method to be appropriate?



Breakdown of a typical 
training session

Game Play

Fitness

Skill work

Warm up



Practice Session to improve technical ability



Training Week

Activity Focus of session Duration

Monday Gym Strength/Power 60-80 Mins

Tuesday Pitch Training/Coaching 60-90 Mins

Wednesday Gym Strength/Power 60-80 Mins

Thursday Pitch Training/Coaching 60-90 Mins

Friday Rest/Recovery

Saturday/Sunday Game/


